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once chosen, players will receive a message indicating their class selection. players will then be able to select one of their loadout options: unique weapon mods unique slot mods unique accessory mods unique holster mods players will be able to swap between their
unique loadout selections by switching between the five tabs. once created, loadouts are saved to a player's steam profile and will be available for use in all the multiplayer games that share the same profile. after choosing their loadout, players will then be able to
pick from one of the three core multiplayer classes: submarine, engineer, or operator. each class features a different loadout and unique abilities for that class. players can also select the class of their choice at any time. each class is represented by a different skin,
and if the player selects the multiplayer loadout option, a skin of their choice will also be added to their loadout. a few of the additions in the gunsmith include new weapon and attachment slot bonuses and an overall increase to the inventory space for these newly
added slots. players can also select from a wider variety of attachments with the addition of the new pistol-style attachment slot. this new feature allows players to equip both a secondary weapon and a primary weapon together. once chosen, players will be able to
switch between their loadout selections by switching between the five tabs. once created, loadouts are saved to a player's steam profile and will be available for use in all the multiplayer games that share the same profile.
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